Youtube essential craftsman

For millennia, the trades have been learned, mastered, and occasionally passed on. We intend
to improve the 'passed on' element. This has the potential to improve the world we share. Like
music or art, craftsmanship has the ability to reach across borders, cultures, beliefs and
barriers. Anyone can learn a craft, and doing so has never been easier or more important. Begin
Your Journey Into Craftsmanship. Learn about Essential Craftsman, the goals for this endeavor,
the mentors who have guided us, and the vision we have for the future of craftsmanship.
Supporters get exclusive video content, free stickers, priority contact info for Scott and Nate,
access to our private group and more! Craftsman Essentials. Axe Sheath Kit. Blacksmith Apron.
Ribbon Burner. Cy Swan Knives. Amazon Store. E Book. Keep Up The Good Work! Support EC.
About Learn about Essential Craftsman, the goals for this endeavor, the mentors who have
guided us, and the vision we have for the future of craftsmanship. Join the team. Get Perks.
Support Supporters get exclusive video content, free stickers, priority contact info for Scott and
Nate, access to our private group and more! Free Blacksmithing Tool List. Essential Craftsman
is committed to expanding the scope of craftsmanship across the globe. A few years ago this
would have sounded like a silly and unrealistic mission. Today it is very real indeed. Our
YouTube channel has already expanded far beyond our initial expectations and exposed void in
modern media and entertainment. If you value the videos and material we produce, then we
invite you to support Essential Craftsman. Without viewer support, we will have no choice but to
let the project go and leave this media void unfilled. There are multiple ways you can can
support this effort. There is a lot that goes into Essential Craftsman on a daily basis to keep this
community active. The obvious items include filming and editing. Video production is a new
craft for us. If Essential Craftsman has been meaningful to you and has created value in your
life, please consider supporting us. Your donations contribute directly to the creation of this
content. Our goal is to encourage people to take up a craft no matter how small or large. Buying
merchandise from our store promotes Essential Craftsman in front of your friends and family. It
makes a small contribution toward the costs of running the channel, and it serves as a subtle
reminder of your duty to spread craftsmanship in your sphere of influence. Our shop has
T-shirts, sweat shirts, mugs, and more â€” in every color imaginable! By expanding our
audience, we are able to increase the size of our reach and earn money from the ads YouTube
places on our videos. While it is not a significant amount of money, every little bit helps. It
makes a real difference when combined with the other methods of supporting Essential
Craftsman. YouTube provides a unique platform, and there are several other channels doing
similar and valuable work. We encourage you to support all of these creators. After all, we gotta
do something to fight these cat videos! This is a donation platform where you can donate
directly to Essential Craftsman. Many donate a dollar or two each month, which makes a real
impact. For those of you who have chosen to support us in this way, we thank you very, very
much. If you are looking to make a larger donation, consider using Donate the link above. We
thank you for supporting Essential Craftsman. Our goal is to create value for you by promoting
and encouraging craftsmanship. Your support allows us to pursue these goals. Craftsman
Essentials. Axe Sheath Kit. Blacksmith Apron. Ribbon Burner. Cy Swan Knives. Amazon Store.
E Book. Join Our Mailing List. Shop in our store. Shop Here. Subscribe, like, and Share On
Social Media By expanding our audience, we are able to increase the size of our reach and earn
money from the ads YouTube places on our videos. Visit Patreon. Thank you We thank you for
supporting Essential Craftsman. Scott started working in Scott has been married to his high
school sweetheart, Kelly Comerford, for 39 years. They have four children and eleven
grandchildren. Nate is Scott and Kelly's oldest son. He has a background in real estate
investment and development, and recently moved to Oregon with his beautiful wife, Ali, and
three kids. Nate handles all production aspects of Essential Craftsman. He enjoys having his
kids in the shop while filming and sneaking them into videos whenever possible. Essential
Craftsman started in as a blacksmithing 'hobby' business. At that time, Nate was in school out
of state, and there simply wasn't time to continue making YouTube videos. In , Scott and Nate
took another run at putting content online. Creating this content is very satisfying, and we
observe it creating a positive impact in our own lives and in the lives of our viewers. The
feedback has been enthusiastic and overwhelming, and we hope to continue producing content
for years to come. If you have received value from the content we produce, please consider
supporting our efforts. Craftsman Essentials. Axe Sheath Kit. Blacksmith Apron. Ribbon Burner.
Cy Swan Knives. Amazon Store. E Book. Scott Wadsworth Scott started working in Nate
Wadsworth Nate is Scott and Kelly's oldest son. What is Essential Craftsman? Get to Know
Scott. The creation of this content would not be possible if not for the generous support from
our viewers. Access to the full cost of every project in our video library â€” including the spec
house. Note: This is under construction at the moment and will be unveiled in the near future.
Online access to photos of the spec house plans so you can follow along with the build.

Essential Craftsman is preserving and promoting craftsmanship, work, and appreciation of the
trades. Our mission is to inspire our viewers to learn, teach and encourage craftsmanship in
their own life, then share those concepts with their friends and family. However, creating this
content is time-consuming and costly. You would likely be quite shocked if you knew the
number of hours and amount of effort that went into creating this content. Support from our
viewers allows us to focus on making great content. Bitcoin Cash
qzp2hcq4cvkgc2fzmd9s84frc7sz2fsnhu3q6mad The perks and access are made available no
matter where you choose to support us. Yes, absolutely! Please send us an email , and we will
get you the links and password to access all perks. You will then be directed to a form that
sends us an email. Make sure you click this form so we can get you access to the perks!
Craftsman Essentials. Axe Sheath Kit. Blacksmith Apron. Ribbon Burner. Cy Swan Knives.
Amazon Store. E Book. Support Essential Craftsman The creation of this content would not be
possible if not for the generous support from our viewers. Monthly Supporter Perks Access to
the full cost of every project in our video library â€” including the spec house. Opportunities to
submit and vote on video topics. Priority on correspondence with Scott and Nate. Free stickers
upon request. Behind-the-scenes videos. Why Support? Can I send Crypto? I have donated
previously to Ec, so Can I have access? Can I use PayPal to make a donation? Do you have a
Burke bar? A long, four-ish foot pry bar with a solid steel handle and bit of curved, springy
carbon steel on the business end? Maybe you already have a crowbar, or a long pry bar made of
one big piece of metal with a curve on the end. That's just not quite the same. According to the
Essential Craftsman â€”who's offered us such handy tips on why square concrete stakes are
better than round ones and how to cut string with your hands â€”a Burke bar is one of the most
useful tools you could possibly own for demolition, and he makes a good case. Between its
springy carbon steel and extra long handle it offers up functionality you couldn't get from a
shorter crowbar or a long-but-stiff pry bar. You can pick up a Burke bar on Amazon , or
probably at your local hardware store as well. They're easy to distinguish from their cousins
once you know what you're looking for. Or, as the Essential Craftsman mentions, you could try
to make your own. That requires a little bit of sophisticated metalwork though. Maybe cut your
teeth on a few knives first. Source: Essential Craftsman. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. How to Stay Warm Without Power. Essential Craftsman YouTube. This content is
imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you
may be able to find more information, at their web site. Related Stories. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Home. Check out the new video by
popular YouTube influencer channel, Essential Craftsman, where Scott Wadsworth and his son
Nate, create informational videos about blacksmithing, construction and other trades, with a
goal of showcasing the knowledge that is gained through experience, and to encourage respect
for craftsmen, their tools, and history. The spec house is being built as a teaching tool to
demonstrate construction techniques through step-by-step YouTube videos. The other videos
will be released over the next several weeks. Residential Roofing. Colors Shingle Colors All
Colors. Shingles Asphalt Shingles Heritage. Heritage Premium. Heritage Woodgate. Heritage
Vintage. Elite Glass-Seal. MetalWorks StoneCrest Tile. MetalWorks AstonWood. Accessories
Roofing Accessories Underlayments. Self-Adhering Underlayments. Cap Sheets. Specialty
Underlayments. Documents Application Instructions. Construction Details. Data Sheets. Limited
Warranties. Safety Data Sheets. Technical Notices. Technical Product Information. Get Noticed
Marketing Materials. Distributor Support. Close the Sale Sales Presentation. Roof Visualizer.
Earn More Shingle Bucks. Waterproofing Rewards. About America's Shingle. Our History. Media
Center. Charitable Giving Coronavirus Response. Log in. California Transparency in Supply
Chains Act. StyleSelect Roof Visualizer. Application Instructions. When I landed an interview
with Scott Wadsworth, I was totally stoked. He runs the Essential Craftsman YouTube channel
with nearly , devoted subscribers and close to 40 million views. A fairly new channel, he
launched January 2, and shares information on craftsmanship, the tools, and history. On May
15, he added a Facebook page where followers can peak into his personal life, win prizes, and
register for his Blacksmithing course. As a kid growing up in a rural area, Scott loved building
forts, boats, bridges, and dams. In school, he performed well in math and science and found
physics intriguing. He also loved to read. I read Robinson Crusoe at an early age and was
hooked on reading after that. In high school, Scott became a skilled musician and started a
band with a few friends. He continued playing with his band at Oregon State University while
majoring in engineering. I did very well with that and even played for President Carter. Upon
leaving school, Scott had the choice to become a traveling musician or to settle down. It was a
natural propensity for me. When you learn to read you learn to love to learn. I wanted to

understand why it was what you do. In while in Las Vegas, my oldest son was approaching
junior high school, and I did not want to raise teen boys in Las Vegas. My wife agreed with me,
so we
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left and lost a considerable income in the process that we never achieved again, but it was
worth it. This will be a full-time effort for 18 months. About to videos will come out of it. It
connects [us] with life as it used to be. With the transition from full-time craftsman to online
influencer, Scott says his life has changed dramatically. When Scott worked his craft full-time,
he usually began working at 5 a. My interaction with people even here in Douglas County has
taken a different tenor. He helped promote a GoFundMe for Nick, a subscriber whose daughter
was diagnosed with cancer. And several have shared that Scott has been the dad they never
had. Want to know more? Tags: adult education , Anvil , blacksmith , building , carpentry ,
construction , contractor , Essential Craftsman , Essential Craftsman Facebook , Essential
Craftsman YouTube , influencer , Nate Wadsworth , older adult , Oregon , Scott Wadsworth ,
seniors , welder , welding. No Comments. Post A Comment Cancel Reply.

